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ADDENDUM
The HELAST II study generated considerable data of peripheral interest to the main objectives or in some cases data beyond that required to meet the object«ves. All data, however, are available in various formats, which can be supplied to qualified aget cijs for further analyses upon request.
The following data are available:
Supplementary Appendix B: A detailed verbal description made by an observer moving in an IV160 tank over each of the seven target courses.
Supplementary Appendix C: Contains detailed data on target intervisibility for each defender position on each of the seven target courses. A sample of one course is presented in Appendix C of the report.
Supplementary Appendix F: Detailed descriptions of target size/aspect at time of trigger pull, and position of gunner's aiming cross on the target at time of trigger pull. Again, samples of these data are included in Supplementary Appendix G of the report.
Supplementary Appendix H: A deck of punched cards providing gunners's tracking errors obtained during the conduct of Phase I.
Supplementary Appendix I: A deck ?f standard 80-column punched cards and the RAMUS data file containing ail ba'iic data obtained on Phase III, described as follows:
General
The data are arranged in an 80-column format and consist cf alpha-numerics only. No special characters are used. The arrangement of data is identical on the cards and in the data file. A description of the data in each column is given in Table 1 , Detaiis Columns 1 and 2 niving defender platoon and crew. Column 3 through 6 show which vehicles were available as targets for the defender. The number of targets varied from 1 to 3 with the first target indicted in the left-most column and unused columns filled with zeros. Column 6 is reserved for future work where more than three simultaneous targets may be presented. In these data, column 6 always contains a zero.
Columns 8 through 11 show the course on which each vehicle appeared. The coucse designations are in the same order as the vehicle designations, i.e., the vehicle in column 3 ran on the course in column 8, etc. In keeping with the vehicle information, the fjfst course designation occupies the left-most column. However, unused columns contain a blank rather than a zero.
Columns 13 through 16 show the seqment of the course occupied bv the vehicles oresented. The segment's position in the 4 column field corresponds directly with the position of the course to which it applies Unused columns are filled with zeros. Number starts at 1 and increases senuentiallv for eacb run. Leading zeroes are suppressed and shew as a blank.
The data presented in columns 18 through 33 will be explained with reference to the way the experiment was conducted. Each "run" consisted of a number of "elements," An element is defined as that section of a rrn during which the target vehicles moved from one programmed stopped position to the next programmed stop. All stop positions were chosen so that the target was concealed from the defender during the stop. The "start" and "stop" times given are for all the events in a given elemen*. Usually, the times given increased throughout the run, but in a few cases the run-time clock was reset to zero within a run. In these cases, the new zeto time came at the beginning of an element. When multiple targets were presented, it was possible for a defender to engage several targets during a single element. The first line shows:
(1) The defending platoon is "Bravo" platoon.
(2) The defender is number one (3) a. An M60 appeared on "G" course, segment 1 b. Another M60 appeared on "R" course, segment 1 c. An M113 appeared on "W" course, segment 1 (4) During this element the commander called 4 alerts and the gunner made 4 identifications (5) The element started at time 00:00 and stopped at 01:39 (6) The run is number 23 -*=***»**)"-. ■ -*#*»«iW*H«»J»i»»!P-" --'---!g"Wg£"t{j»aijyfc -^Jp«7*^^^»#«^Sa«wl^ ,.
(7) The first alert was called at 00:07 (8) The first identification was made at 00:08 (9) The number of exposures of this target wac one (10) The vehicle that caused the alert wds the M-113 on "W" course (11) The first round was fired at 00:10 when the target presented a quartering aspect, the full hull was exposed endthe target was 100% visible.
(12) The second round was fired at 00:17 when the target presented a side aspect, the full hull was exposed andthe target was 100% visible.
The second, third, and fourth lines ail show the same start and stop times as the first line indicating that they all contain data from the same element of the run. Thefifth line, however, shows a new start time which indicates a new element.
